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We created The Haven Companion to help readers dig deeper into the story of 
Haven. Our hope is that it will create an even richer reading experience for 
you. 

You have purchased the PDF version of this book. Please note that the original 
layout was created for the paperback format, but pages have been resized to 
standard letter sizing for your printing convenience.

A separate downloadable answer key is available at: 

www.thegrowlybooks.com/haven-key

Have fun!

Phil & Erin

http://www.thegrowlybooks.com/haven-key
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“Another clap of thunder echoed along the cliffs and 
seemed to shake the whole mountain. ‘Hurry up, Growly!’ 
Ember breathed. A twinge of worry was there under all the 
excitement. He would be all right though. Growly was a 
sensible bear, most of the time.”

- Haven, page 2

1. What is the name of the place where the Great River comes out of the 
mountains?

2. What funny things does Ember remember about Growly?
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3. What is Ember looking for up on Glider Leap?

4. Describe the weather while Ember is up on Glider Leap.

5. Why do you think Ember is so interested in finding the little blue and 
red bird?

Look these words up in a dictionary and write the definitions.

venture _______________________________________________________ 

enormous _____________________________________________________ 

twinge  _______________________________________________________
 
sensible  ______________________________________________________
  
churn  ________________________________________________________ 

haze _________________________________________________________ 



Draw a picture of Ember as the storm comes closer.

The Great River
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The Great River - the wide river to the west of Haven

Hegel - the founder of Haven

Janika - Hegel’s long lost love 

The Lower Lands - the flat land below Haven

Glider Leap - the building up on Mount Hegel where gliders take off and 
land

Backland Valley - the valley behind Mount Hegel

Cascade River - the river that runs through the Backland Valley and down 
to The Precipice

The Banks - the land between the Cascade River and the Great River
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“Ember pushed on, gasping for breath as she made her way 
downward. Raindrops were all around now. Little splatters 
in the dust at first, joining with other splatters until the 
path was slick and wet. Ember’s dress was soon soaked 
and clung about her as she ran, slipping and sliding on the 
muddy stones.”

- Haven, page 10

1. What does Ember get from the storage room in Glider Leap?

2. What does Ember think she saw across the Great River?
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3. Describe how Ember is dressed.

4. Why is Ember hurrying down the mountain?

5. What happens to Ember as she gets close to the Lookout?

Look these words up in a dictionary and write the definitions.

swivel ________________________________________________________ 

splatter _______________________________________________________ 

jolt  __________________________________________________________
 
clamber  ______________________________________________________
  
torrent  _______________________________________________________ 

parapet _______________________________________________________
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The Lookout - the tower at the end of Haven
The Little Cliffs - the cliffs on which Haven is built




